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North
Carolina

I am writing to oppose the proposed Amendment 2 of the Shrimp Fishery Management Plan. I am a strong proponent
for ecological protection, and I recognize that humans are part of that ecosystem. I do not feel that this plan takes into
account a whole systems view, and is looking for a technical fix. In complex adaptive systems, like a fishery, current
problems are often the result of previous 'solutions'. It does not appear to me that there has been sufficient
engagement of the whole system in preparing this plan, and as such, I anticipate significant unintended consequences,
shifting the burden - not just within the social or economic impacts which are obvious, but ultimately to the very
ecosystem which we this plan attempts to protect. This plan is too narrowly focused, and I think we can do better to
meet not only the ecological protection needs but also those of our commercial fisherman and local food supply chain.

210 Tiffany Way North
Tiffany Way Carolina

If this closure takes place you are essentially putting and end to an era of Down East Heritage and the one craft they
have all learned from their forefathers. This is one of the many reasons Down East should oppose this closure.
We depend on our seafood suppliers to bring fresh and local to our tables and this community has always been there
to provide.
We shouldn’t bite the hand that feeds us just for profit when it will cost us their heritage and our health in the long run.
Buy local and stay local.

209 Christopher Virginia
Mayer

The local NC shrimp that my sister brings when she visits VA are the best I have ever had. I would really hate it if it was
much harder to get.

208 Samantha
Campbell

Commercial fishermen already practice sustainable fishing methods to include fish excluder devices and turtle excluder
devices to minimize bycatch. It’s been proven that these methods have decreased the bycatch significantly to a
percentage to maintain healthy numbers. Primary nursery areas are closed to trawling to allow juvenile fish and shellfish
to grow before heading to deeper waters. Shrimping industry is a highly regulated industry and this proposal will close
the local areas economy along with locals & visitors access to locally sourced shrimp. Shrimp are an annual crop that is
sustainably harvested and has been for centuries in our area. Imported shrimp are raised in cesspools of chemicals and
contaminates. Importing shrimp requires a larger pollution footprint over the local fleet utilizing these bodies of waters,
you propose to close.

211 Christy Shi
Day

North
Carolina
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207 Luther Salter North
Carolina

I stand against the attempts against inside shrimp trawling. Im not a commercial fisherman but respect the resource for
our fishermen and families. Like many, i wantbto know where my shrimp come from. I do not want imported, nor does
anyone with knowledge...

206 Dale Bocker North
Carolina

Shrimp and other seafood found in our waters are our natural resource. The owners of these fishing boats depend on
the state government to protect their rights to freely fish North Carolina waters and NOT be restricted by overlegislated laws. Local residents and some restaurants enjoy the opportunity to reely purchase such seafood thereby
supporting not only themselves and their family but the fishermen's business and the restaurants customers. DO NOT
restrict our God Given rights to use or limit our local natural resources.

205 Margery
North
Misenheime Carolina
r

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed closures of inshore coastal waters to trawling. The commercial
fishing industry is a highly regulated industry. Commercial fishermen practice sustainable fishing methods including the
use of fish excluder devices and turtle excluder devices to minimize bycatch. Primary nursery areas are already closed to
trawling to allow for juvenile fish and shellfish to grow before moving to deeper waters. Shrimp is an annual crop that is
currently harvested at a sustainable level.
Citizens rely on the availability of fresh, NC seafood, and the proposed closures will devastate the NC shrimping
industry. These closures will have a detrimental impact on the coastal economy that will reverberate across NC and into
other states. Tourists come to the coast to eat fresh, local seafood. Restaurants rely on the superior product caught in
our coastal waters. Imported shrimp raised in farm ponds come from water full of harmful chemicals.
What is the data that supports the closures? As a retired science teacher who studied the impact of trawling with my
students, I am concerned that the proposed closures are not based on scientific data. NC citizens deserve access to
fresh, wild-caught seafood from our waters. Please vote against the proposed closures of inshore waters to trawling.
Thank you,
Margery Misenheimer

204 David
Burney

North
Carolina

Where is the scientific evidence to support the notion that these closures will improve the fish populations? These
proposed regulations are based on theoretical connections between fish populations that are somehow critical to these
resources. Yet no information is being presented as far as I can tell that support this notion. This is not about that, I
suspect. This is simply politicians bowing to pressure from the sports fishing industry, which uses its considerable
economic clout to squeeze out the commercial fishing industry whenever possible in hopes of taking an even large
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share of the resources. If small-scale shrimp boats are banned from these inshore waters, the big winners on the
economic front will be the large shrimp boats, generally not locally owned, that can safely fish the offshore waters. The
other beneficiary will be foreign shrimp industries, which often work with few if any regulations to limit their catch or
choice of gear. I know local shrimpers well from working in the industry in past decades. One consequence will be that
smaller boats will take greater risks in order to continue fishing, by working farther offshore. This is dangerous to the
fishermen and wastes more fossil fuel. Please reconsider this ill-advised proposal, and instead concentrate on collecting
needed data and completing a properly documented plan for regulating the shrimping industry.

203 Brittany
Piner

North
Carolina

I think it’s safe to say that “y’all” don’t have anyone in your family that is a commercial fisherman. Or this would t even
be an issue.

202 Teresa
Brown

North
Carolina

Don't do it
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160 Lynne
Griffin

State
North
Carolina

159 Louis
Midgett

North
Carolina

158 Louis
Midgett

North
Carolina

157 ERIC
FLEEK

North
Carolina
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These closures will make a negative impact to a portion of my county. Job availability is in retail, hospitality
and is often seasonal. To take their lively hood away it to take the roof over their heads and food from their
table. This industry has complied to regulations over and over again. These folks are stewards of these waters
not robbers. They can't just go out and buy a bigger boat to go further to earn their living. Let them continue
to support their families.
I don't you Realize how much this Closer would impact the fisherman. And I don't think you care. But this will
hurt the Shrimpers who been at this Job for decades. It has been dropped down from generations of
fisherman.we need this lively hood to live and feed our family's. I hope you reconsider this because it will kill
the Shrimping for North Carolina. Leave it alone and let us work.
I don't you Realize how much this Closer would impact the fisherman. And I don't think you care. But this will
hurt the Shrimpers who been at this Job for decades. It has been dropped down from generations of
fisherman.we need this lively hood to live and feed our family's. I hope you reconsider this because it will kill
the Shrimping for North Carolina. Leave it alone and let us work.
As a professional invertebrate and fisheries biologist with NCDEQ for over 27 years, and having been formally
trained in Marine Biology (UNCW, B.S., 1992; Nova Southeastern University, M.S., 1994) and Fisheries and
Wildlife Science (NCSU, M.S., 2001), and having been an avid coastal angler for over 40 years, I have some
professional and personal experience in these issues. As a result, I am in favor of phasing out large mesh gill
nets when the ITP expires in 2023 and reject the notion of a recreational only angling (i.e., hook and line) slot
limit on flounder. If one is decided upon, it should be enforced equally for all resource using groups. In short,
the RCGL for the flounder fishery should be removed. In addition, discards from the commercial fishing sector
needs to be more definitively accounted for (i.e., accurate data is imperative for models) and therefore the
DMF must better account for SCFLs that have reported no landing in each FMP. As it pertains to the Shrimp
FMP Amendment (2), based on DMF’s own data, it appears closing Pamlico Sound to trawling is strongly
supported by the data. Additionally, I support the Division’s recommendation for closing rivers to trawling
and I would support the conversion of SSNA’s to SNAs. Failing these measures, at a minimum the data
accompanying Amendment 2 (i.e., closing the western and northern half of Pamlico sound, plus all the rivers)
should be executed. Additional management additions should also include a shrimp industry observer
program. As a formal panel member on the CHPP, I was disappointed in their recent decision on Bottom
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156 Mary
Culpepper

155 Loni
Doshier

North
Carolina

154 Pamela
Clark

North
Carolina

153 William
Smith
152 Robert
Hughes

North
Carolina
North
Carolina
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Disturbing Gear (BDG). Having personally sampled many areas disturbed by these gear types, I can personally
attest to the (short and long-term) damage caused to these habitats by these methods. Some attempts at
managing these impacts must be undertaken by the Division in light of the CHPP’s decision. Thanks for your
consideration.
Please let the commercial fishermen work on the water to make a living.
This as been done since Jesus time. God provides the shrimp, fish, oysters, clams, scallops,etc. I know one year
there was an abundance of spots, we caught them as fast as you put a line over board there was a Spot or
two on your line, Another year the same thing with bluefish. God is in control of what is in the water.
My husband did commercial fishing.
Please, don’t close Adams Creek or Neuse River.
First they close Florida, then South Carolina from working in the rivers, now they are hoping to do the same to
NC.
It is not right, know the sports fishing would like it closed.
Once again, here we are fighting for our livelihoods. Y’all must not enjoy fresh seafood and supporting
commercial fisherman as much as I do. These men and women work day and night to provide for their
families in these hard times we are in and now YOU are making this harder for them. Why? Why are YOU
banning/shutting down parts of the sound that have feed the mouths of kids and provided for families for so
many years? I’m sure all of our concerns are going to the side lines and this is gonna happen either way, but
at least I can say I tried. Stop the nonsense. Stop ruining lives just so you can make more money behind your
desk while eating imported shrimp that’s been infested with God knows what and sipping on $80 bottles of
Champagne.
Our shrimpers are already doing a lot to avoid catching fin fish. The locations chosen to be placed "out of
bounds" seem to me to be a thinly veiled action against small business owners in order to allow mega
corporations to take over and destroy our right to harvest local seafood. I do not support this proposal.
This will put so many people out of business. Vote no!
I am a 58 year old coastal recreational fisherman from NC. I have enjoyed that pleasure in NC my entire life. I
am not a typical recreational fisherman in that I have responsibly harvested only minimal fish that entire time.
I do not need to fill the boat or cooler just because...they are biting.
Good stewardship of public natural trusts has steadily been declining for years now. Larger and less vested
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populations with easier access to all locations, politically motivated commercial and recreational entities,
general unhealthy environmental decline, and misguided or mismanaged fisheries overseen by the various
commissions has without question led to reduced fish stocks across the board. I and everyone else that
spends time on the water has watched it happen.
Without question there is significant financial impact from both commercial and recreational fishing within
this state. The time of listening to whichever group can resonate the loudest mouthpiece and basing fishing
directives on the political winds of the day is over. IT DOES NOT WORK. There is always going to be a group
that will be negatively impacted regardless of the decisions made. It is time to make some very hard decisions
that frankly...will make everyone not happy.
Please consider that without purposeful and drastic measures now...there will be NO fishery to manage in the
future. I have read some of the...putting it nicely,,,verbose, academically sound studies. Clearly someone is
getting credit by the word count. I don't discount anything said within them. Yes...there are some very
complex issues impacting coastal areas and fisheries. It's pretty simple though really. There are too many
people doing too many negative things to allow normal positive life cycles of all fish stocks. Yes...too much
trash in the environment...too much fresh water runoff due to development...too many/much ...insert your
own here...the list is endless.

151 Dwain
Elmore

North
Carolina

Close the flounder fishery for three years...commercial and recreational. Zero recreational creel limit and zero
commercial landings of any kind...inshore...ocean...anywhere. Yes... will lose money, cost some jobs, anger a lot
of people...just generally all around...not be pleasant. Imagine however...taking this drastic step now. Imagine
a time in the future where you get to gradually increase the creel limits and landing tonnage because drastic
actions were taken way back in 2022 that saved the public fish stocks of this state. I hope this is not the fairy
tale of what could have been. I have seen with my own eyes for too long what has...simply not worked. The
path of...business as usual...is a truly sad and scary one. My hope is that some can find the way to make the
hard decisions now to find the happy ending to this story.
I have fished Pamlico sound and it’s adjoining bays,rivers and creeks since the early 1970’s. I have seen a large
increase in the trawling on the sound and a large decrease in the amount of fish available in the sound and
adjoining waters. When I was fishing in the sound I personally saw the by catch being discarded from these
trawlers. That is juvenile fish of all species being shoveled back into the water dead. This is the direct result of
the fish decrease. This problem will not go away until trawlers are removed from the sound totally. This is my
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request. Even if recreational and commercial is to be stopped to fix this I will support it. Being a recreational
fisherman I dislike that decision but will support it. Bottom line!! REMOVE THE TRAWLERS!! Thank you!
150 Barry
North
Hello hello,
Baker
Carolina I just wanted to express my concern for the conservation of North Carolina's coastal resources and also to
voice my support for the approach to conservation as indicated in the November 8th email generated by CCA
NC.
Thank you very much and I wish all parties the best in preserving these wonderful and valuable public
resources.
Barry
149 Sherrie
North
I'm 58 years old shrimped most of my life in core sound and Pamlico. Never caught a turtle for 28 years of
Styron
Carolina shrimping. Today you are slowly putting my family out of business. You all need to do more surveys on this
and not go by what the CCA IS DOING! Give or take there is 1.5 million Recreational fishermen And 4500
commercial fishermen and most of them are the sports Fishman that hold a commercial fishing license.. For 1
sports fisherman should hold a different kind of license than a commercial fisherman he is taken out people
and getting paid for it plus selling their catch and having commercial fishing license so they can catch more..
With that being said who do you think is catching more. How about the cast netters in North River catching
all the shrimp everyday. I have never seen so many shrimp like I have the past 5 years or fish.. for one there's
less commercial fisherman cause you have made it hard to make a living. how is a man to make a living this
day and time . North Carolina is known for the best seafood right now our restaurants can't keep up with
supply and demand because you are putting us out of business. Its ashame our restaurants serve 98%
imported seafood. I have never seen so many shrimp because they are less commercial fishermen that needs
to be considered at the meeting also. Please help us commercial fishermen we have enough closed bottoms
now...
148 Keith
North
Keep it Local we dont want any nasty China shrimp, Let our local shrimpers do what they do best , which is
Coughlin Carolina shrimp. God Bless America
147 P.
Maryland My family vacations in the Carteret County area every year. We drive from Maryland to do so, willingly
Brandon
spending large amounts of money in the process.. One of the major reasons we do so is because of the
Kelley
availability of sustainably caught local seafood. Last year alone, we purchased more than 50 pounds of locally
caught shrimp from Miss Gina's because we know them from experience and trust the quality of the product
and know that they sustainably catch their product and provide it to us at the absolute lowest price. They and
others just like them are a credit to Carteret County and North Carolina.
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The proposed regulations go too far in excluding local fishermen from being able to fish. By-catch exclusion
devices and techniques, TEDs and the knowledge and ability of the watermen and waterwomen have served
to decrease by-catch dramatically and the science proves this. Don't ignore the science and don't ruin a good
thing. By so severely restricting the area in which they can shrimp, you will drive off even more fishermen than
you have already lost. By doing so, you will also drive off tourists, like my family, who come to the area
specifically for the locally caught seafood. I can buy overpriced, mediocre quality seafood in my home state. I
would hate to think that your adoption of overly restrictive regulations that do not follow the science would
make me do so.
Best,

146 Jerry
James

North
Carolina

P. Brandon Kelley, JD and family
Please consider limiting headropes to 30 feet in the shrimp trawl industry or ban trawling in all internal waters.
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145 Jennings
Wright
144 Michael
Stramiello

State
North
Carolina
North
Carolina

143 Cathie
Styron

North
Carolina

142 Mandi
Willis

North
Carolina

141 Chris
Smith
140 Brenda
Sadler

North
Carolina
North
Carolina

139 Corbett
Johnson

North
Carolina
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Keep our shrimp fisheries open!
There aren't many shrimp fisherman left out there and I know of a few guys that go out alone or with a bare
bones crew that really on the shrimp to earn a living and feed their families.
Stop making laws and changes that always hurt the little guy! I'm tired of seeing foreign seafood in big stores
like Walmart. Unfortunately, that's all you see anymore. We're destroying our local economy with policies like
this that have irreversible outcomes.
North Carolina needs to start taking care of North Carolina again. Our local fisherman need their right to earn
a living and to feed their families. Not everyone has the opportunities others may have and fishing is all done
of these men know
Keep North Carolina's workers and money in north Carolina.
When the fish migrate here, that's when it's our turn.
Why do you want to destroy our heritage,take jobs from people. Seafood is great for you..fresh that is . God
put seafood out there for everyone. You have destroyed families income from taking around pound nets and
now shrimping. One day you will have to answer to God!!
I 110% disagree with this ban. It is putting the commercial fisherman who work hard to make a living out of
work practically in the whole entire Core Sound. Coming from a family of commercial fisherman this ban is a
disgrace.
I do not support any closing of waters now open to shrimping.
Shrimp and all seafood for that matter, is God given and are plentiful. Our local fisherman/shrimpers should
be left alone - this is their livelihood, and to hurt their business by over catching would be ridiculous for them
to do, as they would put themselves out of business. YOU should be helping them, by preventing non-local
fisherman/shrimpers from coming into our waters and taking all they want - they DON"T care how many they
take or that they are taking from the local business, because if they hurt the local population of seafood they
just move on to other waters! The local fisherman/shrimper cannot afford to do that! Don't side with big
business - do what is RIGHT!
Shrimping is a way of life and how many people make their living in this area the remaining waters that are
open should not be closed.
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138 Bear Eyre North
Carolina
137 Andrew North
Gould
Carolina
136 Troy
Guthrie
135 Gene
North
Mack
Carolina
134 Roger
North
Qualman Carolina
133 Kris
Oglesby

North
Carolina

132 Debbie
Gibson
131 A. Greg
Thompso
n

North
Carolina
North
Carolina

130 Adam
Dietz

North
Carolina

129 Robert
Bennett

North
Carolina
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Please stop trying to pass restrictions that only hurt the small shrimpers - the large commercial shrimpers are
not being adversely affected by the small independent shrimpers.
I believe your data it incorrect about how many fish and seafood in general there really is. I am against these
closures.
Please do not close shrimping for the smaller boats it is the only thing I know how to do please leave it alone
How much longer are those in charge going to permit the rape and pillage of the nurseries? Shame on you.
Grow a set!
I totally support the new shrimping restrictions recommended. Commercial shrimping on inland NC
waterways should be eliminated.
Inland waters are Nursery grounds for small fish and need to be protected instead of being killed during
shrimp culling. Also, shrimp boats pollute inland waters and create navigational hazards.
Those waters that people are trying to close are very important to the fisherman feeding their families and
paying their bills. If they don't keep working the bottoms and keep it clean nothing will be living there. The
clams,oysters,shrimp etc.will die.
Please don't close these waters that are their livelihoods... Everyone's not able to sit behind a computer or in a
bank etc.
There are already less areas to shrimp. Where will you be able to buy Fresh local shrimp
I am OPPOSED to closing any other areas to shrimping
Commissioners,
I am a 77 yr-old resident of North Carolina. The Marine Fisheries Commission is continuing to ignore the
failing trajectory of our coastal fisheries. Are we going to delay until the system has collapsed?? Protect the
resource NOW! Time has run out.
Its completely crazy you want to shut down the areas with the least amount of bycatch and leave the areas
with the most bycatch. not to mention how far every boat will have to travel to get to shrimp. double fuel
usage. it says there is no data to support but ask any commercial shrimper for pictures of bycatch from the
areas you want to close. you will see there is plenty of data that it should stay open.
I do not commercial fish, But I have lived in Pamlico County all my life…I see first hand how the commercial
fishing industry as well as recreational fishing helps support our local citizens and communities….to stop
Commercial or Recreational shrimping in the Neuse and or the Bay river system would not only destroy
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128 Benjamin
Warren
127 Willis
Nelson
Willis
Nelson
126 Steve
Williamso
n
125 Wendy
Lurye

North
Carolina
North
Carolina

124 Kerry
Lupton
123 Janie
Hanna

North
Carolina
North
Carolina

North
Carolina
North
Carolina
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people’s ability to catch or buy fresh LOCAL shrimp but also destroy traditions and heritage that have been in
place for centuries….let it be.
Please preserve our local shrimp and fishing industry,that is also our heritage and our rightful current and
future resource.
I am a Daughter of a Fishman about 60 years , I still family members still that it's their livelihood, enjoy what
they do, make a living every year , it would be a great loss if they close these waters a devastation for our our
State.
I am not in favor of closing off shrimping grounds down east carteret county. Nor do I support closing the
Neuse River or adams creek areas. Shrimping is an important part of the area's economy, and is already
heavily regulated.
This proposal should NOT be passed ..The schrimp in our waters dont need to be protected by this ridiculous
proposal.
The trickle down effect will be catastrophic for the livelihoods of families who pay there taxes and keep our
waters from being oversaturated. GOD made bottomfeeders and those voting should know that these
sanctions dont serve any purpose other then giving the big red tape politicians something to do.....
Get drugs away from our neighborhoods...do something useful...LEAVE OUR SCHRIMP TRAWLERS
ALONE...THEY'VE BEEN DOING JUST FINE .
Please dont ban shrimping in NC.
Having lived on the Neuse and Pamlico Sound area for 11 years, I am dumbfounded as to why the state
North Carolina has been making no effort to support and preserve its biggest and historical commodity,
Commercial Fishing and its marine environment. Why does this state want to ruin coastal tourism? Why does
this state want to destroy watermen and their families’ lives and their livelihood? Lots of questions and
currently no answers. What has happened here, our local Coastal Federation is functioning as a game warden
and our very influential Sports Fisherman lobby wants no fishing competition on THEIR ocean. At this point, it
seems these two groups are doing the state’s job and making the accepted suggestions to better the marine
environment. That does seem helpful but now we are seeing some catastrophic exaggerated claims that
intend to shut down traditional shrimping beds. Not one but pretty much ALL the inland beds for an
undetermined time. Forcing watermen families out on to the open ocean. Where shrimp might be scarcer.
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What is missing from this scheme of things; what is the state of North Carolina actually doing to preserve
North Carolina’s inland marine environment? I have never seen one state official making their presence
known on the Neuse River or the Pamlico Sound. We have at least four, including NOAA, local marine labs
who deploy to ocean beds around the world. What it seems like here for Carteret County’s marine ecology,
the state is relying on opinions from groups of volunteers led by salaried doctorates from a non profit
organization and the Sports Fisherman’s lobby.
North Carolina could do so much better and take pride in insuring that their Coastal history and traditions
remain intact for future generations. That fishing is well managed so that environment thrives as well as
Commercial and Sports fishing. American consumers do not want to buy cheap frozen foreign grown
seafood. They want locally caught fresh seafood. Tourists come to North Carolina’s coast from all over the
country and world to enjoy fresh caught seafood dinners.
Commercial Fishing does not belong in politics. And it seems that the right to fish wherever you want has
become political. And whose lobby is the best financed. Sport Fishermen are exactly what the label says,
people who pay to go fishing for sport. Generations of Commercial fishermen have successfully lived in and
managed their fishing environment for hundreds of years while depending on their marine environment to
raise a family and bring seafood to your table. Spend a week with a waterman if you dare. Their days are long
and some times the weather doesn’t always cooperate.
Lastly, North Carolina needs to take note of what makes North Carolina’s Crystal Coast a sought after
vacation destination. Heritage, traditions and a pristine well managed natural environment great for all types
of fishing and water sports should be the state’s number one goal. One way to achieve this goal is to value
the opinions of the people who know our coastal marine environment best, generations of Commercial
Fishermen who make the coast home.

122 Ann
Church
121 MaryLena
Anderegg

North
Carolina
North
Carolina

Janie Hanna
Nc only state that allows commercial inshore fishing and trolling. It is raping our waters. Recreational
fisherman is not the problem. Go further out like most states.
Fresh shrimp have been a resource for households in the OBX for generations. It is available for the poorest as
a self-caught protein source or a delightful protein substitute for red and white meats which require large
amounts of land to raise and cannot be harvested in the wild.
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120 Jeremy
North
Williamso Carolina
n

119 Ann Rose North
Carolina

118 Eleanor
Holland
Eleanor
Holland
117 Rose Rose North
Tankard Carolina
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The idea of restricting harvesting, as is being promoted currently is inhumane. For those who do not know
the history of the shrimping industry, at one time, shrimp were a disdained cull from a catch and were a
mainstay for the poor. It is a sustainable protein source which should continue to be available to Ll whether
they harvest it themselves in small family sized catches or buy it at the fish market from commercially caught
sources.
My name is Jeremy Williamson and my family and I have been fishing these waters for over 40 years. I believe
it would be a huge disservice to the fishing community to close the shrimp fishery to the extent of the current
proposal. This closure would not only put many shrimpers and markets out of business, but would also deeply
impact the recreational fisherman who reside in our great state. I would suggest that if any closures are
needed that they would be limited in scale and maybe done in rotation so the shrimpers can have a fighting
chance. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Please do not close these grounds. The local folks that harvest these shrimp are already struggling to eke out
a living with the existing limits. They use nets that reduce bycatch significantly, but what is the point of their
efforts if you continue to paint them into a corner? If you must regulate further, then keep shrimping limited
to local folks and not allow boats from outside this area.
Thank you.
Why are you restricting shrimp fisherman from making a living?
Please rethink your new rules as I don’t feel safe eating foreign-raised shrimp. I’ve seen first hand how and
where they raise their seafood. It’s not sanitary. Locally grown is always better.
Please rethink your proposal on banning shrimping. Some of the best shrimp in the world and supports many
families.
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Carolina
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olsen

North
Carolina
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Carolina
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Carolina
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With the subject being management of the southern flounder population, why would the marine fisheries
commission elect to have both recreational and commercial seasons open during the peak of the southern
flounder breading season. This seems contradictory to sound management practices.
Please stop gigging for flounder. I have seen soooo many people gigging this year. They gig anything they
see whether regulation or under-sized. The intracoastal waterway down in Sunset Beach looked like a highway
with all the lights at night. I totally understand limiting the catch so we can build back the stock but the
people destroying the stock are the giggers and the commercial fishermen. Please put some restrictions on
them or stop them completely for a while. The recreational fisherman needs more than 2 weeks. Thank you!
The NCDMF proposed changes to the shrimp fishery management plan are, for lack of a better description,
insane. These changes, if approved, would effectively kill the shrimp industry in North Carolina. This action, if
carried out, would have a ripple effect on the economy of coastal North Carolina that would be a devastating
blow to coastal communities. A time honored livelihood would be cast aside in favor of a special interest
group who seek the demise of an industry that they do not fully understand, nor do they care to comprehend.
It would also deny consumers a valuable, healthy food commodity. Do not allow the greed of a few to destroy
the livelihoods of many. Back in the eighties, the marine habitat was robust, and there were several hundred
boats working in Core Sound. Now, there are approximately fifteen or twenty boats working this same area.
Needless to say, effort has dropped off dramatically. Herein lies proof that habitat degradation is not
attributable to trawling. If you truly want to conserve marine habitat, put your efforts on coastal development.
There were no coastal ecological concerns prior to the escalation of development. In conclusion, the only
entity in need of protection in this scenario is the fisherman himself,
Please begin limiting commercial haul to ensure long term sustainability of this fishery!
Hi there - as a member of the NC seafood industry and a concerned consumer I must oppose the closure of
proposed areas of Carteret County to shrimp trawling. These closures will force smaller boats farther out to
sea or out of business. North Carolina shrimp is a powerful economic driver to our coastal communities and
they have already implemented bycatch reduction techniques. Commercial fishermen are just as concerned
about the vitality of our marine species populations as anyone - their lives depend on it. Additionally, to close
these areas would essentially take away access of NC shrimp to NC taxpayers further inland. All taxpayers in
the state pay to manage those waters & populations. They have a right to the end product.
Thank you.

